SURFCREST CORPORATION HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

Landscape Newsletter
New color is coming to our entrances. Our holiday Cyclamen plant has done its
job and has given us color for 5 months. That is a record bloom time. The project
along the perimeter pool fence on Surf Dr is now complete. It is time to again
give some attention to some areas on Seapoint. With the recent warm weather
and our never ending concern for water conservation, we will continue to ask
everyone to keep up the good work and keep their dogs off the lawns. We have
no spare water to wash away or dilute any elimination that would be left behind.
At the beginning of May the tree trimming will begin. We have over 300 trees that
will get trimmed. There will be a request at some point to not park cars on Surf Dr
and Surflanding under the Palm trees near the pool. Yellow caution tape and
notices will be posted before hand to allow residents and guests to park in other
open areas. We do not want any cars damaged. Those residents who submitted
their written requests for special trimming will be contacted by a landscape
representative to discuss their request by the end of April.
Surf 1 is continuing to remove the 24 year old hedges along the oil fields stucco
wall. If plant replacements are needed we will be using plants that do not require
constant trimming. Many areas along that wall where the old hedges have been
removed have been redesigned with a custom updated look. As always any
dying plants will be replaced with drought tolerant plants.
Surf 2 is continuing to remove the 24 year old hedges along the Pedestrian gate
walkway leading to Palm Ave. These hedges have large stubborn trunks and will
be expensive to remove completely. Once they are removed, we will redesign the
area to reflect a more eye appealing environment. We are also continuing to add
mulch where needed. Most of our newly planted areas are flourishing and are
looking lovely. Moving forward we will address some of our alley ways that need
improvement.
We hope everyone had a wonderful Easter holiday. Summer is quickly
approaching and we are looking forward to some more much needed rain
followed by clear sunny days. April showers bring May flowers.
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